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Word Count = 534

“Have you ever had an invitation? What was written on it? Where 
did you go? Who was there and what did you do? There was a 
surprise visitor at the party in this story. Can you guess who it was?”

•  Retell events of the story in sequence.

•  Identify suffixes:  – – – – –er  ly  ation  ing  ed 

•  Observe silent initial letters:  know  knock  who  wrote 

•  Note use of punctuation, particularly colon on page 2.

•  Identify silent medial letters:  answer  guess  listen

•   Note doubled consonant after single vowel:  tripped

•  Read digraphs:      ch  th  sh  wh 

•  Understand use of  for ordinal numbers:  th 7th  6th

•  Identify antonyms:  forward/backward

•  Expand vocabulary with rhymes, suffixes, etc. (back cover). 

•  Promote drama, writing or art as follow-up activities.

•   Find learning resources to extend and reinforce the literacy 

strategies in this title @ redrocketreaders.com
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      . Charlie was excited about his birthday party

   :He wrote four invitations

 ?  What A party

 ?  Why My 7th birthday 

 ?   ,  Where At my house 9 Lakeside Road

 ? ,  When Saturday May 6th,     at 10 o’clock

 ?    Who Three friends and one surprise visitor
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     , When Charlie’s friends read the invitations

 , “      ?they asked Who is that extra invitation for

      ?"  Who else will be coming to your party

" ,"   . "    That’s a secret Charlie told them You won’t know  

   ."the answer until Saturday
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    ,    On Saturday at 10 o’clock Charlie’s three special

       . friends knocked on the door one by one  

  . "      Everyone was excited Can you guess who will be  

  ?"    .the surprise visitor they asked each other
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Enjoyed the preview? 
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